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$3.8 million
Amount the UPR was projected
to save the university*
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*According to a February 26, 2016, Echo article.
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Student development

“. . . we are not ready to launch a graduate
program in professional writing right away,”
Dennis Hensley, professor of professional writing, said. Administration
encouraged Hensley to continue to explore M.A. or MFA options.

“I have been incredibly annoyed
with all of the red tape, bureaucracy
and last minute makeshift plans,”
said junior Caleb Peery, PPE major.
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“I feel (UPR decisions were) very financial,” Rayburn said. “It’s about
business. It’s not about priorities
or what’s best for the programs or what’s
best for the

Academic programs
“They kind of screwed me over to be
honest; they cut both my major and
my minor freshman year,” sophomore
Taylor Daily said.
Both Daily’s international business major and developmental economics minor were cut. The UPR
phased out six majors offered on
campus, according to a February
2016 Echo article. Daily said she
was told she could still complete
her degree through Taylor University, but it would require her to take
major classes online or through another school.
Daily said she began looking
for another college since
she got the news about
the UPR. This

semester, Daily is studying abroad
in Lithuania through a Taylor program. She decided not to return to
Taylor in the fall and instead permanently transfer to LCC International University, which offers an
international business major.
Grant Wiley desired to study
criminal justice but also wanted to
attend Taylor, even though Taylor
didn’t offer the major he wanted.
He chose to major in environmental
science as an alternative. When the
UPR cut the environmental science
major, Wiley transferred to Purdue.
“I was told that we could finish
our (environmental science) degree
in that major but no one else could
go into it,” Wiley said. “This made
me feel like all the resources were
being taken away and that the program would really be ended when
we . . . would graduate.”
Political science, philosophy and
economic (PPE) students faced similar worries: the political science
and economics departments
also were dissolved.
Junior Caleb Peery
said because of
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Residence Life

Senior Zachary Levin, who has been
the Gerig front desk manager for two
years, said the UPR has changed student life for Breu and Gerig residents.
After the UPR, the conjoined Breu and
Gerig dorms now stock the same
products for the same price and have
alternate hours: Gerig is open from 11
a.m. to 2 p.m. and Breu is open from
2–5 p.m. Both are open from 7 p.m.
to 12 a.m. But that leaves a gap from
5–7 p.m., a time when many students
eat dinner.
“So if someone skipped dinner
and did not feel like leaving the
dorm, they sadly do not have the
option to go down to the desk and
buy a pizza or a hot pocket,” Levin
said. “Taylor sees Gerig and Breu’s

Community Outreach.
This year, most of those roles were
given to either Katie Rousopoulos,
director of local and global student
ministries, or Drew Moser, dean of
experiential learning and associate professor of higher education.
Rayburn continued to lead Spring
Break Missions while she completed her terminal contract, which
stated she could continue working at Taylor until May 2017.
Next year, in addition to their
current roles, Moser will supervise the Youth Conference coordinator(s) and Rousopoulos will
lead WOW and Global Outreach.
Jess Fankhauser will supervise
Spring Break Missions in addition
to her responsibilities at the Calling and Career Office, according
to Rayburn.
Leaders of local ministries are
concerned about the amount of
support they will now receive from
Taylor, Rayburn said.
But Rayburn is even more worried about the quality of attention service learning courses will
recieve, an effort she has spearheaded in the past. Rayburn was
the point person between Taylor

front desk
as one desk,
and, while we are
one big family, we still are
different people and two different
dorms. . . . but the staff and everyone has adjusted, and, like I said,
we all have each other’s back and
we are all on the same team.”
echo@taylor.edu

Cassidy Grom
Co-Editor in Chief

faculty and Campus
Compact, an Indiana-based
organization that gives grants
to fund universities’ efforts to create experiential learning courses
where students learn through volunteer work with real-life clients.
For example, students in the public
relations writing and production
class work with clients to market
and advance their organizations. In
2015, Campus Compact gave Rayburn the Community Service Director Award in recognition of her
work. Rayburn said after she leaves,
the chair of the service learning
committee, who is currently Donna Downs, co-chair of the communication department, will have to
take more initiative in partnering
with the organization.
Rayburn is in the process of
searching for a job. “It is hard explaining,” she said. “I mean, I get
asked every time I talk to somebody, ‘Well why would you leave
Taylor after 25 years?’ and I have
to tell them ‘It’s not my choice; it’s
because Taylor no longer values
what I do and sees it as important. But it is true and I’m not
going to lie about it.’”

$1.8 million
Amount saved in academic affairs,
$700,000 of which was reallocated
into programs and personnel.*

Mary Rayburn said as she held back
tears. Fourteen months ago, Rayburn
found out that the position she held
for 25 years as director of student
ministries would be cut at the end
of this academic year. “I mean, it is
hard. It is hard to be in a place where
you are not appreciated, where you
are no longer wanted, and still have
to function and do your job. . . . There
is a lack of thought of what’s the best
decision for the program, for the students and for the staff. It’s just been
really, really hard.”
Rayburn’s position in TWO was
one of the 17.5 positions cut in February 2016 when Taylor administration announced large-scale
changes in many departments, including student development, residence life and academic programs.
The University Program Review
(UPR) was projected to save over
$3.8 million, according to an Echo
article from April 15, 2016.

community; it’s about what’s best
for the budget. And there is a decline
in student enrollment, and there is a
decline in student retention and Taylor is facing financial . . . difficulties.”
Taylor has seen a decline of
first-year student retention over
the past four years (89 percent returned for their second year in 2012
and 85 percent returned in 2015),
but 15 comparable institutions,
such as Indiana Wesleyan University, are facing a similar trend.
Taylor is still in the 75th percentile for retention rates among the
15 comparable schools, according
to Steve Dayton, institutional research analyst.
Along with the retention rate,
the number of alumni who donate
to Taylor has dropped over time.
But the total amount of money given to the university has remained
strong, according to Laura Key, director of advancement and donor
services. Taylor received $17,945,799
in donations in 2015–16, according
to Dayton.
In 2016, Rayburn supervised
World Opportunities Week (WOW),
Youth Conference, Spring Break
Missions, Global Outreach and
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“It’s been horrible. It’s
just been horrible,”

the UPR, two required PPE
courses—public policy and international political economy—have
been excluded from the course catalog for the past two semesters.
Some students had to get a course
substitution for public policy and
take constitutional law instead, according to sophomore PPE major
Katherine Yeager. (Disclosure: Yeager is an Echo staff member.)
Both public policy and intermediate macroeconomics, another
required course that raised availability concerns, will be offered
next semester.
“I have been incredibly annoyed
with all of the red tape, bureaucracy and last minute makeshift
plans,” Peery said. Some PPE majors, according to Peery, expressed
concerns about required major
classes but were often referred to
different people.
When students heard last year
that two Spanish professors’ positions were getting cut, they became
concerned. A year later, Spanish education major Sean McKee said Spanish majors may have
to study abroad twice in order to
fulfill Taylor requirements, and
students seeking a B.A. may
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have difficulties getting into Spanish classes.
Despite the struggles some Taylor community members are facing, others seem to be flourishing
as a result of the UPR.
Junior Andrew Hoff said the recent increase of PPE majors shows
that the major was “strengthened
and honed” by the elimination of
Political Science and Economics
majors, although he thinks both
are critical areas of study.
Media communication, communication and professional writing
combined to form one department
called communication. Dale Keller,
co-chair of the current communication department said he and
Downs used the merger as an opportunity to reevaluate students’
needs. Now all communication students are required to take Microsoft Office, Adobe Suite courses
and other new classes.
Because the three departments
now share faculty members, classes
can capitalize on each professor’s
strengths by adding additional
classes. Keller said administrators
have been helpful through the transition. “Overall, they’ve been supportive as we’ve told them of needs
that we’ve had,” he said. “They’re
as busy as we are, but seem to listen to us.”
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“She was a smart, thoughtful, winsome leader who had a
vision for Taylor University.”
Remembering Rosie
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Maintaining Taylor brick by brick How
funds
Campus-wide maintenance costs during 2015-2017
Hodson Dining
Commons

English

Each fund deals with
distinct campus property
maintenance tasks

$33,201 – humidity
management

Campus Grounds

$45,135 – rooftop
HVAC unit

$9,681 – dead
tree removal

2017 Total Taylor budget: $62 million
$5,865,000

Total Maintenance
and Facility budget

Sickler Hall

$21,102 – first floor
air handling unit
and air conditioning
replacement

Nussbaum

$49,161 – animal
room renovation

*This list is not exclusive or
representative of all projects costs

How Taylor’s
maintenance and
facility budgets work
Annabelle Blair
Echo News co-Editor

In January, the door of the women’s
restroom in Zondervan Library went
missing for a few weeks; in February, the English laundry room flooded three times in one day; in March,
chunks of roof shingles littered the
ground around Wengatz Hall after
particularly strong winds.
Most members of the Taylor
community have witnessed or experienced some kind of campus
maintenance need in the buildings
they work, study or live in. In 2009,
the American School and University conducted its most recent Annual

$56,135,000

$4,440,000: Facilities
Services
$635,000: Annual
Repair list
$790,000: Capital
Replacement

*Numbers are reasonable estimations spent by Taylor and
exclude new construction or donor-funded projects.

Maintenance & Operations Cost
Study for Colleges. According to this
study, colleges budget an average
of $1,303.75 per student per year for
maintenance and operations.
Ron Sutherland, vice president for
business administration, said the way
he uses the term “maintenance” reflects a team of individuals and the
process of fixing buildings. Taylor’s
Facility Services department includes
maintenance, housekeeping and
grounds teams. Facility Services is responsible for basic upkeep and longterm care of buildings and grounds.
The average colleges delegates
10 percent of its annual budget to
maintenance and operations (a one
percent drop from the year before),
according to the 38th Annual Maintenance & Operations Cost Study for
Colleges. In 2017, Taylor allocated

approximately 9.4 percent of its total $62 million budget to campus facility and property maintenance.
According to Sutherland, there are
three parts of Taylor’s budget that
deal with campus maintenance: a
fund for basic building care, a fund
for annual replacement and repair,
and a fund for renovation.
Sutherland said all students are
encouraged to file a request through
the myTAYLOR site if they notice a
maintenance need anywhere on campus. In all-hall meetings, students are
told to submit residence hall work requests through their personnel assistant (PA).
An Echo reporter attempted to use
the quick link on the myTAYLOR site
to access the software program for
submitting maintenance requests,
but was denied access to the program

without a “valid password.” After contacting Greg Eley, facilities service director, the reporter was told to use
the password, “password,” in order to
submit the request. Eley said all students can use this password to submit a request.
There are 13 maintenance workers
and 30 buildings on campus, so most
maintenance employees manage 2–3
buildings for preventative and ongoing maintenance. “That’s not an excuse not to see (maintenance needs);
it’s just a reality of (them) going that
quick to do their work,” Sutherland
said. “We’d love to have students, hall
directors, employees telling us what
they see that’s not getting worked
on because the more hands, the
more help . . . in trying to get those
things noticed.”
echo@taylor.edu

Remembering

Rosie
Photograph by Mindy Wildman

A brief but powerful wind storm blew
into Upland last night, knocking out
power across campus and throughout
the south side of Upland.

A stormy night
Taylor lost power in a
recent wind storm
Jeff Grogan
Copy Chief

Dark clouds formed a threatening
front as a major storm system approached Taylor’s campus around
8:30 p.m. last night. The brief but violent wind storm knocked down a
tree that damaged a transformer on
East Berry street, causing power outages across campus and sporadically throughout Upland, according to
Heath Crouch, who is in charge of
utilities for Upland.
Within 10 minutes of power loss,
Taylor Facility Services personnel
began shutting off sewage, water delivery and other vital equipment to
protect campus facilities from the
sudden outage. Meanwhile, Upland’s
Street Department and Fire Department began clearing debris from the
fallen tree and contacted American
Electric Power (AEP), Upland’s electric provider.
Gregg Holloway, assistant director
of facility services, said most of campus received power around 10:30 p.m.
Buildings on the south side of campus waited another two and a half
hours for restored power. Holloway
explained these buildings require
3 phase power and took AEP longer
to reengage than the transformer
in Upland.
Once all buildings had power, Facility Services reset the equipment they
shut off earlier and performed final
checks to make sure everything functioned properly.
echo@taylor.edu

Taylor celebrates the life
of Grace Roselyn Kerlin,
visionary and friend
Emily Rachelle Russell
Contributor

This week, Taylor University remembers the life of former Chairwoman of Board of Trustees Grace
Roselyn Kerlin (’55), or “Rosie,” who
died Friday, April 21, after a battle
with leukemia.
Kerlin, the first female chair of the
board of trustees, gave her heart to
Taylor as a student, an alumna and
a board member. Former Taylor University President Jay Kesler (’57) remembered their time as students
together fondly. “She and (her husband) Joe were really the embodiment of Taylor,” Kesler said. “(They
were) two of the most prominent
student leaders on campus by example . . . the kind of people we wanted to be.”

“She had a shepherd’s
heart for Taylor . . .
(and) stuck with Taylor
through thick and thin.”
Jim Garringer, director of media
relations, remembered Kerlin as a
strong leader who encouraged others.
“She was a smart, thoughtful, winsome leader who had a vision for Taylor University,” Garringer said. “She
loved Jesus, and she loved people.”
Avis Industrial Corporation
Vice President Marty Songer grew
up knowing Kerlin and her husband as faithful Taylor supporters.
Songer served as Director of Alumni Relations at Taylor University
for 21 years. She said Kerlin always

Photograph provided by Jim Garringer

Grace Roselyn Kerlin (middle) with Marylou and Eugene
Habecker at the Kerlin Award ceremony in 2016.

planned the Class of 1955 reunions.
“Once Rosie knew you, and you became a friend of hers, you were a
lifelong friend,” Songer said. “She
just had a way of making everyone
feel important.”
As a fellow board member, Songer
admired Kerlin’s ground-breaking
work for women at Taylor. “(LaRita Boren) and Rosie Kerlin were
best friends,” Songer said. “They
got to know each other through
their service on the board . . . They
paved the way . . . Somebody had
to be first.”
Kerlin’s time on the board overlapped with Kesler’s term as president. Kesler remembered her as
a strong ally who wanted to make
Taylor University as life-changing
for current students as it was for
them. “She had a shepherd’s heart
for Taylor . . . (and) stuck with Taylor through thick and thin,” Kesler said.
The G. Roselyn Kerlin Women in
Leadership Award, which honors
Taylor alumni’s godly leadership and
commitment to the Lord, was named
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after Kerlin. Recipients of the award
include LaRita Boren and Marylou Habecker.
Songer remembered Kerlin’s
strength and commitment as a prayer
warrior. At the funeral, Kerlin’s sonin-law Brad Tobin held up a prayer
journal, said Songer. It was one of 263
journals Kerlin kept throughout her
life. “When she said ‘I’m praying for
you,’ I knew that she was,” said Songer.
Recalling Kerlin’s experience with
leukemia, Garringer said, “She battled
it just as bravely as she lived her life. .
. . We do not grieve without hope, but
we do grieve.”
Kerlin’s funeral was held at West
Bridge Church in Danville, Indiana,
where Taylor students and alumni of
all ages attended. She was interred at
Sunset Memorial Cemetery in Evansville, Indiana.
“I definitely am a better person for
having known her,” Songer said.
In lieu of flowers, memorials may
be made to Taylor University, Kingdom Building Ministries and West
Bridge Church.
echo@taylor.edu

Basic maintenance
This budget is located within the general maintenance budget, which includes supplies needed to complete
repairs. According to Stephen Olson,
vice president for finance and chief
financial officer, approximately 75
percent of the Facility Services budget covers employees’ wages and benefits, including student workers.
This budget includes:
Maintenance employees wages and
benefits
Lightbulbs
Broken door locks
Leaky faucets
Torn carpets
Tools
Annual Replacement / Repair
This budget deals with immediate
and preventative maintenance. Facility Service employees check the
sidewalks and roads on Taylor’s property every year for cracks and unsafe
conditions. They also survey property
needs to ensure safety protocols are
maintained and buildings are operating as cost-effectively as possible.
This budget includes:
Sidewalk and road repair
Boiler replacement
Fire alarms
Building panels
Brick sealant

Capital Replacement
This budget mainly involves the major
systems of a building: windows, roofs,
envelopes (exterior walls), flooring,
plumbing, electrical and HVAC (heating, ventilation and air conditioning).
These systems age, requiring replacement or updates after periods of
time. According to Sutherland, Taylor
does not have the budget to replace
a system just because it is outdated.
Instead, Taylor’s maintenance team
analyzes aged building’s systems to
determine if they can continue to
function or need to be replaced. Each
building system is assessed annually
on a case-by-case basis and replaced
only if the maintenance team deems
it necessary for operation.
This budget includes:
Bergwall Hall’s renovation
Immediate and safety issues
Reade Center faculty offices
renovation
Gerig Hall finish and plumbing

Annual Repair list
This is an compilation of facility
maintenance projects across campus.
Some don’t fit in the annual budget
and are deferred to the following year.
Other tasks on the list sometimes
wait 2–4 years before the appropriate
maintenance budget can accommodate it, according to Sutherland. The
list is constantly being reorganized to
prioritize tasks involving safety and
immediate needs.
After the list is compiled and prioritized by the maintenance team, it
is passed to Taylor’s vice president to
be reviewed by various departments.
Since student development and academic and athletic departments use
the most building space on campus,
they generally give the largest input,
according to Sutherland.
Bergwall Hall’s renovation was on
the list for a few years until it rose to
the top last year, according to Sutherland. The renovation became a priority due to the multiple heating units
that will need to be replaced every
year, along with other system updates.
This list includes:
Immediate and safety issues
Reade Center faculty offices
renovation
Gerig Hall finish and plumbing

“It’s always a great moment when you’re
feeling stressed about your finals, come
down the stairwell, swing open the lobby
door and in front of you glows a spread
of brownies, cookies and cake."
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Called to clean toilets

A snapshot of Bergwall’s
housekeeper
Aubree DeVisser
Staff Writer

A calling that requires cleaning toilets? This may sound more like a simple day-to-day job some most, but to
Andrea Conn, Bergwall’s housekeeper, it’s much more than that. She began working for Taylor to provide a
college education for her two kids—a
goal she was determined to reach—
and after 14 years, she has no intentions to leave anytime soon.
After a tragic accident, the previous housekeeper of Bergwall passed
away, leaving a spot open for Conn.
She shared that this meant filling
big shoes—and she wasn’t sure if she
could handle the job.
As a housekeeper, Conn oversees
many responsibilities: cleaning sinks,
sanitizing showers, vacuuming hallways—the list goes on. Developing relationships with students is not part
of her job description, though Conn
treats it as one. She spends quality
time beyond her designated shifts by
choosing to spend quality time listening to students as well as giving helpful advice and prayer.
However, this is not a one-sided relationship. The students of Berg show
their appreciation and love for her
in many different ways. From sticky
notes to enormous banners of encouragement and prayers, these kids
reciprocate Conn’s affection.
“Two years ago, my grandson was
in an induced coma, and (we were)
going back and forth ( from the hospital),” Conn said. “Going to work there
was this wall banner where the kids
in the dorm signed it and said ‘We’re

praying for you and we love you.’ I just
stood there and cried.”
While getting 200 new students every year is a challenge when it comes
to learning names and faces, Conn is
determined to create relationships
with each student in some way.
Twice a year Conn cooks for the
students making it a well-known tradition in Berg. This is something she
puts a lot of her own time, money
and effort into. Her feasts include
a full spread of food before Christmas break and baked goods for finals week.
“It’s always a great moment when
you’re feeling stressed about your finals, come down the stairwell, swing
open the lobby door and in front of
you glows a spread of brownies, cookies and cake,” senior Berg resident
Grant Hohlbein said.
According to Conn, one year a
girl saw the spread of food around
Christmas time and began to cry.
When Conn asked her if she was
okay, the girl explained that she
didn’t get that at home anymore, and
it reminded her of Christmas. Conn
explained this is why she keeps doing her job.
Conn takes each relationship seriously and considers each Bergwall
resident her child. When it comes to
keeping a clean dorm, Conn holds the
same expectations she would for her
own children. She has gained the respect and love of these students, and
not by just letting them off easy.
Conn even takes the time to pray
with them. Conn is involved in students’ emotional, spiritual and romantic lives as well. She has even
attended a few weddings.
Junior Berg resident Anna Oelerich distinctly remembered Conn’s

comforting presence in a time of
need: “I’ll never forget when we had
a prayer night with Andrea (Conn)
during my freshman year. My mom
was very sick, and I felt uncomfortable sharing that with the group because I still didn’t know everyone
that well. I remember how comforting it was to have Andrea listen to
my words and pray fervently on my
mom's behalf.”
Conn stressed that all of this is
not about her, but about Jesus. She
put emphasis on the difference that
Christ can make in her life and others.
“She is one of the most selfless people I have ever met,” sophomore Brady
Hill said. “In Philippians 2:4 it says,
‘Let each of you look not only to his
own interests, but also to the interests of others.’ I believe Andrea lives
this out daily.”
She explained that she has been
asked if she will retire from Taylor
now that her son is graduating this
spring. While she has accomplished
her goal—having both her children
successfully complete their degrees—she believes she is meant to
continue housekeeping in Bergwall
for now.
Conn could easily choose other,
higher-paying jobs. She admits to
having other fun jobs in the past,
but nothing quite compares to this
one. Money isn’t the only factor
playing into her staying at Taylor.
She plans to remain until she feels
her time and purpose here on campus is complete.
“If I felt the presence of God and
God felt I needed to move on, I’d leave.
I’m just not feeling it,” Conn said. “My
life is totally dedicated to him, and
that’s even cleaning toilets.”
echo@taylor.edu

Andrea Conn, the Bergwall housekeeper, not only cleans the lobby, but also makes a full
feast of desserts for students to enjoy the week before Christmas break.

Photo provided by Halie Owens

Photograph by Logan Bicknell

Students looking for a caffeine fix will soon have a new option.
Joe on the Go will open its doors before finals week.

Coffee Shop
Upland welcomes
third coffee shop
Marian Douglas
Local Editor

A new logo has arrived on Upland’s
Main Street. Emblazoned on the
building that separates Ivanhoe’s
and Dollarsmart, this sign heralds
the coming of Upland’s third coffee
shop: Joe on the Go.
This coffee shop will open its doors
on May 8 for a soft opening.
According to Scott Blakely, the associate director of the nonprofit who
runs Joe on the Go, this soft opening
is meant to go at a slower pace than
a grand opening would. They plan to
simply open the doors.
Joe on the Go will later hold a fullfledged grand opening. This will take
place in either late May or early June.
“We have baristas who are still
learning,” Blakely said. “We have a soft
opening so they can get used to making drinks and the whole process.”
Joe on the Go is a part of Community and Family Services, Inc., a nonprofit that operates several different
programs in and around six Indiana
counties. The tagline for Community
and Family Services is “empowering
people to improve.” All of the profit
from Joe on the Go and Community
and Family Services’ other programs is
used to help support individuals who
are experiencing economic distress.
“We say coffee is just the vessel,”
Blakely said. “The bigger thing is that
we are trying to help people get on
their feet—to help the community.”
Joe on the Go’s employees will include members of the community,
students and people in the midst of
economic distress. The coffee shop
will help provide things like housing
and child-care for employees who
need the assistance, and it will also
help employees return to school.
“We don’t want this to be a career for these individuals, but rather a stepping stone to help them get
to the place they’d like to be.” Blakely
said in a February 23 SEGway article.
The Upland branch is the second
Joe on the Go location. The first location opened in Portland, Indiana,
in May 2016. During its first year of

operation, this location received 42
reviews from customers on Facebook,
all five stars. It also received an award
for being one of 2016’s Innovators of
the year from Jay County’s Chamber
of Commerce.
Cathy Kerton-Johnson, who owns
The Bridge Cafe, first heard rumors
in early February that a new coffee
shop might be opening. A friend told
her about the potential coffee shop,
underlining that the business would
be competition for The Bridge.
“She asked me, ‘Does that make
you scared?’” Kerton-Johnson said
during a meeting of the Upland
Chamber of Commerce. “I said, ‘No.’
My instinct was let’s grow Upland.
Let’s meet them and ask, ‘How can
we help you?’”
Kerton-Johnson also pointed out
that the niches of the shops would
be different. Joe on the Go specializes specifically in coffee. According to
Kerton-Johnson, “The Bridge isn’t a
coffee shop; it’s a place to meet. We’re
more than coffee.”

“We say coffee is just the
vessel,’” Blakely said. “The
bigger thing is that we are
trying help people get on their
feet, to help the community.”
Joe on the Go will move into what
used to be in the Pacesetter Bank
building and will not have a full kitchen like The Bridge does.
The coffee shop will get its coffee
through Crimson Cup Coffee and Tea,
an award-winning coffee roastery,
which Roast Magazine named Macro
Roaster of the Year in 2016. Joe on the
Go will also work with local sources
to help provide sweets for the store.
This includes working with Ball State
culinary classes to make cinnamon
rolls, according to Blakely.
Joe on the Go has not released a
menu for the Upland branch yet. If
it is similar to Joe on the Go’s Portland location, everything will cost
less than $5. For those interested in
what might be served at this new coffee shop, the menu for the Portland
branch can be found on Joe on the
Go’s Facebook page.
echo@taylor.edu

Photograph by Logan Bicknell

Have you spotted this logo? It can be found on Upland’s Main Street
on what used to be the old Pacesetter bank building.
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‘ C U Z I T ’ S F R I D AY !
One of Taylor’s most
popular campuswide traditions comes
to a crossroad
Eric Andrews
Sports Co-Editor

It’s the end of an era. Following chapel
each Friday for the last three years, the
Taylor community has witnessed the loud
echoes of a Third West Wengatz member
asking senior Robbie Brandkamp about
his attire. “Hey, Robbie! Why you wearing that shirt?!” Brandkamp then proudly
answers, “‘Cuz it’s Friday!” This exchange
is synonymous with the beginning of the
long-awaited weekend at Taylor.
Though current seniors may remember when Jeff Yoder (’14) donned
the famed Friday shirt their freshman
year, the majority of Taylor’s community has only Brandkamp’s characteristic
yell ingrained in their memory. However, with Brandkamp set to graduate in
a few weeks, he has yelled his last and
is prepared to pass along the honor to
one of Third West’s freshmen. Let’s take
a look at the responses of the nine prospects who are vying for the coveted title
of “Friday shirt guy.”
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Isaac Bowser

Justin Chapman

Christian Collins

Tucker Germain

percent. My voice cracks a lot when I yell.
There’s better candidates.
What makes you a good candidate: I am
frequently at chapel.
Who will get the Friday shirt: Noah Jurgensen

percent

percent, but I don’t know if I can compete
with Joe Pfeifer.
What makes you a good candidate: I have a
good Friday yell and a wonderful smile.
Who will get the Friday shirt: Me

50 percent

man or Joe Pfeifer

First thing you do if you get the Friday
shirt: Take a picture and call my mom.
The Friday shirt is on fire and puppies are
drowning. Which would you save? I would

First thing you do if you get the Friday
shirt: Go to DisneyLand
The Friday shirt is on fire and puppies are
drowning. Which would you save? The

Major: Engineering
Chances of getting the Friday shirt: 4

First thing you do if you get the Friday
shirt: Put the shirt on if it’s Friday. If it’s not,
I put it in the closet and wait until Friday.

The Friday shirt is on fire and puppies are
drowning. Which would you save? The

puppies. They’re puppies. What can I do?

Major: Journalism
Chances of getting the Friday shirt: 60
What makes you a good candidate: My

brother is a (Third West) legend (for being
untouchable in Melon and Gourd). There’s
something in my family that is legendary.
Who will get the Friday shirt: Brad Timmerman

First thing you do if you get the Friday
shirt: Yell “I’m the new Friday guy.”
The Friday shirt is on fire and puppies are
drowning. Which would you save? The
Friday shirt. You have to keep the legacy
going.

Major: Film and Media Production
Chances of getting the Friday shirt: 60

get my lungs ready to yell, “Because it’s
Friday!” I’d run into that fire, and I’d grab
that shirt.

Major: Music Composition
Chances of getting the Friday shirt: 40 or
What makes you a good candidate: I’m
always at chapel.

Who will get the Friday shirt: Justin Chap-

Friday shirt. There are millions of other
puppies.

echo@taylor.edu
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Grant Gosden

Major: Finance
Chances of getting the Friday shirt: 50

or 60 percent. There are a lot of other
freshmen equally as awesome as me.
What makes you a good candidate: I can be
loud when I want to be, so people would
hear me. I love God. I love people. That’s
huge for being the Friday guy.
Who will get the Friday shirt: Me

First thing you do if you get the Friday
shirt: Keep it as safe as possible. I would

make sure no jealous freshmen try to take
it.

The Friday shirt is on fire and puppies are
drowning. Which would you save? God
would want me to pursue the puppies.
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Noah Jurgensen

Major: Marketing
Chances of getting the Friday shirt: 1 out

of 9

What makes you a good candidate: My

name is pretty short. I was born on a Friday, so it would be like coming home.
Who will get the Friday shirt: Manny
Rodriguez

First thing you do if you get the Friday
shirt: Put the shirt on upside down, with

my legs first. It’s probably never been done
before.

The Friday shirt is on fire and puppies are
drowning. Which would you save? The

Friday shirt. There’s always more puppies.
There’s only one shirt.

Joe Pfeifer
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Major: Marketing
Chances of getting the Friday shirt: 65.7 per-
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Manny Rodriguez

Major: Psychology, but will be changing
to PPE.
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Brad Timmerman

Major: Business Management
Chances of getting the Friday shirt: 1 out of

cent. I didn’t do too well on my (marketing)
test because I was too busy crunching the
numbers for the Friday shirt.
What makes you a good candidate: As
Robbie knows, our high school is pretty well
known for producing Friday guys.
Who will get the Friday shirt: Noah Jurgensen. He’s my roommate; sometimes
we’re sleeping and I’ll hear a murmur. All
of the sudden, he wakes up screaming,
“Because it’s Friday!”

Chances of getting the Friday shirt: 1 out of
46. When we talk about chapel persistency,
I’m not really there.
What makes you a good candidate: I bring
a lot of energy. Half of the guys on my
wing have nicknames clearly created by
me. I’m one-of-a-kind really.
Who will get the Friday shirt: Noah Jurgensen

8, because Isaac won’t get it.

World.

First thing you do if you get the Friday
shirt: Go to Disney World and ride Space

First thing you do if you get the Friday
shirt: Brag about it. What else really is

there to do? Everyone has to know. You
can’t keep it a secret; you can’t keep a low
profile.

Mountain. I could yell as loud as I want and
repeatedly yell, “Because it’s Friday.”

The Friday shirt is on fire and puppies are
drowning. Which would you save? I’d save the
puppies and tell them to shake off the water on
the forest fire, thus putting out the fire, saving
the puppies and the Friday shirt.

What makes you a good candidate: Friday

was my first word as a child. Orange and
purple are my power colors, and that shirt
just looks good on me.
Who will get the Friday shirt: Christian
Collins

First thing you do if you get the Friday
shirt: I wear the shirt and go to Disney
The Friday shirt is on fire and puppies are
drowning. Which would you save? The
puppies. I have a heart.

The Friday shirt is on fire and puppies are
drowning. Which would you save? Jesus

died and rose on the third day, so if he did,
so can the Friday shirt. So, I’m going with
the puppies.

Brecken’s B R E A K D O W N
Letters through the years
Brecken Mumford
Contributor

Two weeks everyone, two weeks.
That’s all that’s left of the school
year—three if you count finals week.
But that’s it . . . two.
How did we get here?
I never really believed my mom
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Conversations can last a lifetime with
Brecken’s snail mail techniques.

when she said that time just flew by;
that we grew up too fast for her. When
I was a kid, I always felt like there was
so much time—time to play outside,
time to read, time to dance around,
time to watch a movie (until bedtime,
when suddenly there was not enough
time to do all of the things I wanted) .
. . but I believe her now.
It’s amazing how fast time has
flown by: I’m almost finished with
my junior year, my sister Reagan is
graduating high school, my brother
Gibson is about to be a freshman in
high school and my brother Cash is
going to be in sixth grade. Where did
that time go?
Some of you are about to graduate
college. Four years—each year passing faster than the previous—of hard
work, growth and learning, all about
to come to a close. And for others,
these next two weeks will seem to
drag on until a long anticipated summer break.
The semester is not slowing down—
at least mine isn’t—and there’s still so
much that must be done. I don’t know
if we can really get rid of the busyness
the end of the semester brings, but I

have a couple ideas for making the
goodbyes a bit easier.
Brace yourself, it’s pretty unique .
. . never before been suggested. Are
you ready?
Letters.
I know, genius.
I love words, I love conversations
and I love letters. Many of my friendships have been strengthened through
written correspondence. Think about
how much fun it is to get something
in your mailbox that’s not a bill, an
advertisement or a coupon that expires the next day. Pretty fun, right?
Nothing is wrong with FaceTime,
texts or phone calls, and obviously
nothing compares to face-to-face interaction, but snail mail is the best mail.
Now I’m not saying that your only
mode of conversation should be letters, but why not shake things up this
summer? Letters present the opportunity to respond in your own time,
think longer about what you want to
say and learn about your friends in a
different way than your usual ways of
communicating. There’s something
special—almost vulnerable—about
letters. They allow you to slow down,

think and breathe—something I think
most of us need.
And, the best part is, letters are
written on your own time, and these
conversations can carry on throughout the school year.
So as this semester wraps up and

we say our goodbyes, ask for your
friends’ addresses so you can send
him or her that card with an inspirational cat photo you found at Target.
And, who knows? You may just find
yourself a new pen pal.
echo@taylor.edu

“I liked what it was. It is a very unique
building and should be used for its
original purpose.”
The spaceship traditions
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McKenna Gartzke
Cartoonist

The spaceship traditions
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The old Student Union in the process of blasting off to land on Taylor’s campus.

Alumni reflect on the
old Student Union
Bryce Peters
Contributor

Many people in the Taylor community believe the myth that the old
Student Union, or the “spaceship,”
is a historical landmark. Unfortunately, it is nothing more than Taylor lore. The dome is just a uniquely
built structure that has been around
since 1958. Although it is not a landmark, it has historically been one of
Taylor’s most interesting buildings.
The dome was originally the campus dining hall. Back when it was
built, students were required to
wear fancy attire. “We would all
dress up ( for every meal) in dresses and suits and then sit (arranged)
boy then girl and so on,” Dara Peters
(’64) said.
When the student population outgrew the limited space under the
dome, the dining hall was moved to

what we know today as the Hodson
Dining Commons. The “spaceship”
became Taylor’s Student Union. The
bookstore, TSO office and Grille were
the main attraction in the dome. According to Brian Peters (’88), “(The
Union) was small, dark and wasn’t
fun. It was used more for studying
than social (gatherings).”
On the other hand, there was a little secret about the Student Union
that most people didn’t know. Underneath the building, there are
tunnels for the gas and water pipes,
but some students used these tunnels for “personal reasons.” Students
reportedly explored the tunnels
and used them for literal underground parties.
Brent Peters (’93), was a reported
attendee at the parties and said, “It
was a fun adventure, and (we) had
some fun down there. That’s all I’m
going to say.”
The old Student Union is now
only used for the campus bookstore.
There is not a set plan for what the
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The old Union has lived through many decades of graduates, from alumni to current students.

building will be at this point, but
only some ideas of what it could be.
Dara Peters wants it to be the dining
commons again.
“I liked what it was. It is a very
unique building and should be used
for its original purpose,” Peters said.
Brian Peters thinks it should be
used for offices and small conference
rooms for meetings or group projects.

Junior Caleb Upton believes
it should be turned into a giant
hot tub.
“We don’t have one, and it would
be fun to have a giant hot tub party,” Upton said.
There are many ideas for what the
new building should be; some plausible and some not as much. Plans
for the dome’s future are still being

THE TALLIES ARE IN!

OPEN HOUSE reviews are

now closed. We had fun attending
and will announce the results of
the Open House Contest in next
week’s edition of The Echo.

Echograms #TaylorU

decided. They will be released to the
public once they are finalized, according to Jim Garringer, director
of media relations.
echo@taylor.edu

#TaylorU’s

TOP
TWEETS
Jason Hiegel@ Hiegel_Eagle
When you’re so tired that any
opportunity to pray in class
doubles as an opportunity to rest
your eyes #TaylorU

Cat Allocco@ catallocco
Someone saran wrapped a dead
ﬁsh to a tree outside of Wengatz.
Just a normal Sunday, right?
#nice #TaylorU
Roscoe Rea@ Roscoe_Rea
“if you haven’t seen ‘Monty Python
and the Holy Grail,’ you are not
yet literate in Western culture.”
-A #tayloru COS prof
Olivia Miller@ OliiviaaMillerr
*power goes out while I have hair
dye in* GREAT #tayloru
Emily Rose Little@ EmRoseL14
If only we could have candles, AM
I RIGHT? #tayloru #blackout2017
Jessica Wise@ jay_dubbzzzz
When Dr. Diller’s feedback on
your assignment is a cat meme.
#tayloru #contemp
Savannah Chambers@ Savy_Lynn
Working on my thesis. We get a
5min thunderstorm. Lose power.
#itsasign #nightoﬀ #tayloru

@mynamesmakenzie:
10/10 recommend sleeping outside in hammocks
with good friends #tayloru

@_sydneymichaela:
Kinda sorta obsessed with these people and really really
dreading this summer without them #tayloru

Lakota Hernandez@ khernando15
“I might start doing belly-button
ventriloquism” - Prof Hernandez
#tayloru

A&E

“With a camera . . . it’s recording reflected
light . . . it’s not the camera that makes the
photograph. It’s the person, it’s the person
that sees.”
Midwest meets Woodstock

TheEchoNews.com
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“The Matchmaker”
The theatre’s final
performance for
the school year
Matt DeLong

Faculty Contributor

Editor’s note: Due to the power outage
yesterday, the reviewer was only able to
view half the show, but he had access
to the entire script.
For students hurtling toward finals
week, the aphorism “time is money”
may be interpreted in the currency of
grades. With so much left to do and so
little time to get it done, why idle away
an evening watching a play? Specifically, is there any value in attending Taylor University’s production of
Thornton Wilder’s “The Matchmaker,” directed by assistant professor
of communications arts Tracy Manning, playing this weekend and next
in Taylor’s Mitchell Theater? After
all, as proudly pompous, half-millionaire Horace Vandergelder, played
by senior Evan Koons, observes, “artists produce something that nobody
needs at any time,” perhaps especially
when finals are looming.
And yet, maybe what we need most
during the crushing stress and uncertainty of a semester’s end is the opportunity to be, in the words of the
immortally beloved Dolly Gallagher
Levi, played by senior Jessica Schulte, “for one moment outrageously
happy. . . .” Taylor’s well-implemented and heartfelt offering of Wilder’s
uproarious romp provides just such a
delightful respite from the worrisome
academic grind. The machinations of
the irrepressible Levi remind us that
by letting go of our need for security

and control, we find love and joy in
the unexpected adventure of life.
During this particular run-through,
part of the unexpected adventure was
a power outage. Although the indefatigable cast and crew had one final
dress rehearsal the following night
to polish their art, the storm hit and
Manning cancelled the rehearsal.
The matchmaker Levi, a widow
and marriage broker, is employed
by Vandergelder, the wealthy merchant and widower, to arrange a
marriage for him. Through a series
of slapstick scenes and classic complications, including mistaken identities, secret rendezvouses and covert
cross-dressing, Levi finally arranges
for both Vandergelder and several
other characters, a perfect, but potentially surprising, match.
Undoubtedly the highlight of the
show is Schulte’s portrayal of the
cunning and coy, yet generous and
delightful, Dolly Levi. Standing in
shoes filled by luminaries like Barbra
Streisand and Carol Channing must
be intimidating, but Schulte uses this
to feed the creative process, leading
to an exuberant Levi. In one scene,
Dolly explains how she takes great
pleasure from her art of matchmaking, and it is clear watching Schulte,
in her 14th and final Taylor mainstage
production, she derives similar pleasure from her art.
Very nearly Schulte’s equal is Koons
as the self-important but endearing
Vandergelder. Koons’ booming baritone, commanding physique and
trademark cigar produce a quintessentially prosperous 1880s Yonkers merchant. However, even within the first
act, we can begin to see Vandergelder’s
firm but illusory sense of control begin to waver under Levi’s crafty plans.
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Senior Jessica Schulte, who plays Dolly Gallagher Levi, and senior Evan Koons, who plays Horace
Vandergelder, perform during Wednesday’s dress rehearsal before the power outage.

Other portrayals of note include
junior Sarah Dodd as the innocent
and sweet Ermengarde, senior Conner Reagan as the forthright Malachi Stack, freshman Andrew Baker
as the boyish Barnaby Tucker and senior Jenna VanWeelden as the spunky
Irene Molloy.
Manning’s direction is purposeful
and effective, drawing theological
truths out of this “secular” play: Security and control are illusions, and
the future is full of potential; life is
best lived with a willingness to accept
risk and embrace adventure; our gifts
are not our own, but are for generously sowing love.
One unique aspect of this production of “Matchmaker” is its focus on
the period immigrants of New York.
Wilder used character names that
suggest German, Irish and other immigrants, and yet most productions

portray these as American-born New
Yorkers. Assistant director and dramaturge sophomore Bradley Jensen’s research helped Manning and
the cast create a group of authentic immigrant characters. These not
only lend interest, but they also give
the production a sense of timeliness.
Without being overtly political, they
remind us both that our country was
built on immigrants and that whom
we perceive to be “the foreigner” can
change over time.
The period design elements, including floor floodlights and hand-crafted,
roll-drop scrims, transport the audience to an 1880s theater house. The
set reinforces this concept with its
beautiful gilded proscenium and preworn, period flooring. The props—especially the dozens of colorful hats
in Molloy’s hat shop—as well as
the costumes, hair and makeup all

contribute to the aura of authenticity.
Taylor’s production of “The Matchmaker” is time and money well spent
at $7 for Taylor students and $10 for
Taylor faculty, staff and general admission. Levi observes in her grand
soliloquy that money is like manure:
“not worth a thing unless it’s spread
around encouraging young things
to grow.” Manning’s delightfully entertaining and earnest cast and crew
share the gift of “The Matchmaker”
not for themselves, but as a life-growing offering to the Taylor community.
So, as Barnaby exhorts in his closing
monologue, don’t sit in your dorm
room wishing for adventure. Instead,
get out and enjoy the farcical one in
Mitchell Theater. Just don’t forget to
head back to the library afterwards to
prepare for that other upcoming adventure that we call finals week.
echo@taylor.edu

Midwest meets Woodstock

A photographer pursues
his passion at Muncie’s
Jack’s Camera Shop
Natalie Nohr
Contributor
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Student admired the work in the 2016 All Student Art Show.

All Student Art Show

Artists from across campus
display their work
Grace Hooley
Staff Writer

Photography. Design. Illustration. 2D
and 3D art.
The categories for the All Student Art Show beginning today may
seem like chapter headings in an
art textbook.
Students on Taylor’s campus will
offer up their work to be judged prior
to the show. Students can submit as
many pieces as they wish as long as
the art was made within the last year.
Assistant professor of graphic design
Ryan James explained that art majors
are expected to submit something.
“My hope is always that people submit,” James said. “It’s scary sometimes
. . . They don’t think they’re good
enough; they don’t think that their
work is worthy of being in the show.
You will never know unless you try.”
Seven full-time art department professors held an initial round of judging to decide what pieces went into
the show. Then a graphic design professor at Indiana Wesleyan University will decide which pieces receive
which awards during a closed jurying that happens before the show begins. The awards will be announced
at the beginning of the show tonight
at 6 p.m. There will also be music and
refreshments to celebrate the gallery’s opening.
“We (hire a juror) so we can remain
impartial to a degree,” James said.
“Having a juror from outside of our
walls come in helps keep things impartial and unbiased.”
The highest monetary award given will be the Haines Purchase Prize,
worth $1,000. The second highest

monetary award will be Best of Show,
worth $350. There will also be First
Prize ($100), Second Prize ($50), Third
Prize ($25) and the Mitchell Purchase
Prize based on artwork sale price (the
chosen piece will be purchased at the
labeled price). There will also be department awards for art students. The
gallery will be open for two weeks for
anyone to walk in and view the art.
Junior graphic design major Isaac
Beaverson has never submitted artwork for this annual show but is now
offering up three pieces, and he is deciding on entering a fourth. His submissions will consist of two illustration
prints and one wooden sculpture.
“I think it’s a really cool opportunity
for students to contribute formally to
an event like this but also to get recognition for their work that most people don’t get to see on a regular basis,”
Beaverson said. “It’s also kind of a vulnerable thing to be able to be critiqued,
but also the opportunity (is) just really gratifying.”
Co-chair of the Art, Film and Media
Department Jonathan Bouw believes
this is an opportunity for students to
show off their talents, and this is a way
to prepare art students for what they
may face in the future. Bouw enjoys
seeing his students realize they have
talent and get rewarded for it.
Both Bouw and Ryan encourage students to submit work and come see
the show when they can.
“I would also encourage people to
make time to make it over to the gallery and experience what their peers
have made because it’s really an awesome sight to see all the student-made
work in one place at one time. It’s really kind of overwhelming sometimes to
see the beautiful things that all of this
campus can make,” James said.
echo@taylor.edu

There is a camera shop on the corner
of North Jefferson and Main Street in
downtown Muncie. In a back room
there is a man with teal goggles sitting at a table lit by a single lamp. He
is surrounded by dissected cameras
and holds a pair of tweezers.
He has bright eyes and round, wirerimmed glasses. There is a wide smile
beneath his white, frothy beard. For
lunch he eats a salad with ginger
dressing, and he shoos the shop
dog away as he opens his butternut
squash in the break room.
He is a camera connoisseur with a
love for harmonicas.
He goes by “Woody.”
Mike “Woody” Statler was deemed
the resident Woodstock hippie at
Jack’s Camera Shop in the `80s, earning him his nickname. Thirty years
later, he still teaches photography
and buys, sells and repairs cameras
of all kinds at Jack’s.
“I have a pretty extensive background in photography,” Statler said.
“I’ve been a photojournalist. I’ve formally trained as a camera repairman.
When I was at Ball State, I worked at
University Media Services—I ran their
dark room.”
Statler was born in Indianapolis
but grew up in Topeka, Kansas, before
finishing high school in York, Pennsylvania. It was in York that Woody
found a group of friends who shared
his beliefs about the Vietnam War.
“It was a different era . . . We all had
that common anti-war attitude in
high school, which wasn’t the most
popular thing around,” Statler said.
When the nuclear plant Three Mile
Island had a partial meltdown in 1979,
a friend called and invited Statler to
visit him in Montana.
“Montana had recently passed a law
saying ‘No nukes in the state,’” Statler
said. “And that appealed to me . . . So
I took a vacation and went out to visit my friend.”
After returning from his visit by
train, he packed up his car and
moved there.
In Montana, Statler became a photojournalist for a small newspaper.

When the industry plummeted, his
search for work led him back to Indiana where he majored in photojournalism at Ball State University. Statler
was 29.
“I reached senior status, but I didn’t
have enough credits for (any degree),
and I got tired of being a broke student, so I dropped out,” Statler said.
While at Ball State, he visited Jack’s
Camera Shop on weekends. When
he left school, he applied for a job at
the shop, and it seemed like he’d never hear back. Statler decided to leave
Muncie, but the day before his departure, Jack’s called—they offered him a
sales position.
Statler took the job and is still there
today, 30 years later, though his role
has changed.
“If you’d have told me then that I’d
still be here now, I would’ve laughed
at you,” he said.
Today, he spends much of his time
repairing both old and modern cameras and equipment.
Statler said the camera has often
been a means for him to connect to
people—an instrument for hearing
people’s stories.
“(The camera) has been a means to
lower barriers with some folks and
leads to some mighty fine relationships, insights and learning opportunities,” Statler said.
He still helps customers on the
sales floor and changes light bulbs
from time to time, too.
Statler enjoys the variety of jobs he
does at Jack’s.

“My mind’s all over the place anyways,” Statler said. “I’m a flake to begin with . . . Can’t keep my focus for
too long. I take it back—I can hyper
focus on things pretty crazily. Sometimes I get repairing something, and
the rest of the world doesn’t exist, and
I forget to drink water.”
A self-proclaimed “gear-head,”Statler is fascinated by the mechanisms
in a camera as well as the artistic expression of the person behind the lens.
“There’s something about that visual art, the way light, composition and
feeling comes through a photograph
when you see a really good one—the
wow factor—you see a photograph,
and it sinks in,” Statler said. “With
a camera . . . it’s recording reflected light . . . it’s not the camera that
makes the photograph. It’s the person, it’s the person that sees . . . You
can have the best equipment in the
world, and it’s not going to do a darn
thing for you. Just like the best pots
and pans in the world don’t make a
great cook.”
Statler says his boss, the work and
the people keep him at Jack’s. He enjoys fixing things while teaching and
learning from people.
“I like people. I like winding them
up and letting them go,” Statler said.
“I love hearing people’s stories, and everybody’s got a story. That’s all you
gotta do is be patient and listen to
people’s stories. You know? You end
up learning a little bit in the process.
That’s what it’s all about.”
echo@taylor.edu
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Mike “Woody” Statler enjoys hearing the stories of the customers who walk into Jack’s Camera Shop.

OPINIONS

“Objections and even martyrs won’t stop the
atrocity.”
When violence is the option
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Reactions
Listen before you judge
Sean Sele
Contributor

For every action, there’s an equal and
opposite reaction. In such instances
as the Ferguson, Baltimore and Dakota Access Pipeline protests, it’s important to consider that the specific
incident sparking each riot does not
constitute the entirety of the cause.
Oppression experienced by modern
people of color is executed differently than when people were dragged
onto slave ships and hauled across
the Atlantic. Racism today doesn’t
look the same as when Jim Crow
laws dominated society and the KKK
wore pointed hoods. But racism still
thrives, and it thrives off ignorance.
It’s altogether too easy for a privileged person like myself to forget
about centuries of enslavement, segregation and systemic oppression.
I’m able to file away those histories
as mere stagnant information, detached from my personal experience.
So when one person is killed unjustly
and thousands take to the streets in
anger, causing even more death and

destruction, I easily rush to judgment.
Peaceful protests, rather than violence, should always be anyone’s
first choice. And for people of color
in America, they have been. Rioting
was certainly part of the Civil Rights
Movement, but the vast majority of
that movement involved peaceful
protesters being beaten up by white
civilians and policemen. Despite law
reforms that resulted from the Civil
Rights Movement, American history has since continued on a bloody
trail of race-motivated violence, systemic redlining and gentrification.
Martin Luther King, now an icon for
justice across all aisles, was not supported by most white people in his
time. Historically, completely peaceful protests from people of color have
often led to the protestors being
martyred or to their message being
ineffective.
When members of Black Lives Matter protest peacefully, I hear fellow
white people accuse them of being
whiny and petty. When protests turn
violent, white people say they’re monstrous and senseless. Neither method is considered legitimate in the
eyes of the world. NFL player Colin
Kaepernick recently chose to protest

peacefully and is now the most hated
man in the NFL.
When violence becomes the only
way for a people group to be heard,
society should hold responsible those
who first robbed them of their voice.
Humans robbed of their speech have
an infallible right to justice and to being heard. Rather than focusing our
judgments on oppressed people’s desperate actions, we should turn our
attention to disease rather than the
symptoms. We, white people, need to
mend our own twisted perceptions
and give power back to those who’ve
been robbed of it.
When Jesus overturned the money
tables and drove the merchants from
the temple, I’m sure there were property damages. It probably hurt some
small businesses and the vendors
of sacrificial animals who were just
trying to get by. But we, as Christians
sympathetic to the cause of God’s
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kingdom, don’t read that passage
and angrily calculate the economic
impact of Jesus’ violence. We consider
the source of his anger, his pain and
the wrong that had been done to him
and his heavenly father. If we’re truly sympathetic towards the cause of
God’s kingdom, and God’s kingdom
is sympathetic to the poor and oppressed, as demonstrated by Proverbs
17:5 and Isaiah 10:1-3, then we should
take into account their pain and the
wrongs inflicted upon them, their fathers and their fathers before them.
I don’t understand what drives a
person to protest violently. However,
I also am a straight white man who
attended a decently funded white
grade school and am now attending a
qualified university with mostly white
students. I simply do not understand,
and that is my point. If you do not
understand someone, then the only
appropriate response is to be silent
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Appreciate Native
American culture
Jayne Reinhiller
Contributor

Growing up in the Dakotas, I consider
Native American history and culture
a point of pride. From drum circles
and dances at powwows to beaded
regalia, the diverse cultures of North
America’s first inhabitants hold a
special place in my heart. However,
coming to Indiana, a place with a rich
but largely forgotten Native American
past, I realized most Taylor students’
understanding of Native Americans
comes from school books and movies like “Pocahontas.” These sources
are incomplete at best and inaccurate
at worst.
Now issues of tribal sovereignty and
rights like the Dakota Access Pipeline
are on the national stage, and we are
faced with a profound question: how
can we as students of Taylor University learn about the diverse Native
American communities around us
and treat them with honor and dignity? We can engage in intentional dialogue with members of Native

American communities, ask questions and treat traditional cultures
with respect.
This is a difficult topic for me to
discuss. Although I grew up near the
Rosebud Lakota (Sioux) Reservation in South Dakota, I am not Native American. Most of my friends
were Lakota, and my family worked
in Native American ministry. In many
ways, I grew up as a third culture kid
between the white community of my
birth and the Native American community of my friends and experience.
Although I do not belong to the Native American community, I am an
ally and advocate for them.
The best way to learn about Native American cultures and issues is
to talk with Native Americans. They
are not confined to the past or fiction.
They are our neighbors and friends.
There are hundreds of tribes with
unique cultures, and each person
has their own experiences. Listen to
their stories and ask questions. You
may find you have more in common
with your Native American brothers
and sisters than you expect.
In addition to listening to the
stories of our Native American

neighbors, it is important to treat
their culture with respect. There is
considerable debate about the appropriate use of Native American art
and cultural elements. Where is the
line between appreciating art and
disrespectful cultural appropriation?
There are many different perspectives
on this division and no conclusive answer. However, there are two factors
to consider: origin and intent.
The origin of artworks, stories or
other cultural expressions helps determine the line between honoring
the culture and parody. Native Americans appreciate people who study
their culture to understand the significance of religious and cultural
symbols like eagle feathers or beading patterns. However, mass-produced items like “Indian” Halloween
costumes or mass-produced jewelry
made to look like Native American
art lack this reverence. These items
are often inaccurate and sometimes
racist. Examine the origin of Native
American art and seek out reputable
sources. The beauty and cultural significance is well worth it.
Your intention while enjoying
the art is also important. If you

When violence is the option
When is violence
necessary?
Jeff Mewhinney
Contributor

Many of us have been raised looking up to nonviolent protest leaders,
and that is not a bad thing. We learn
quite a bit of long-suffering from the
likes of Martin Luther King and Gandhi. We must not forget their lessons.
Nonviolence should always be our first
approach in affecting change, but it is
not our only choice. Before we can talk
effectively about violence in certain
contexts, we need to recognize that
occasions exist when violence should
be allowed and even encouraged.
On the surface, violence flies in
the face of everything we learned as
children about “turning the other
cheek.” However, Matthew 5:39 seems
to contradict the vignettes in the Bible that depict violence as a good
and even righteous act God anoints

and listen. Immerse yourself in a deep
awareness of God’s love rather than in
cultural identities of the flesh, which
aren’t eternal.
It’s shamefully sad when cars are set
ablaze, shop windows are smashed
and people are injured in a riot’s mayhem. However, it’s an even weightier
shame that America, at its conception, single-handedly executed the
largest genocide in recorded history.
It’s sad that generations upon generations of African American slaves only
preceded their descendants’ continued suffering, whose grandchildren
today are more likely to be arrested
for drug possession than white people, although white people are statistically more likely to possess drugs
in the first place. And it’s even worse
that Christians in positions of societal
comfort, including myself, are more
prone to judge than listen.
echo@taylor.edu

Those with privilege should listen instead of judge.

Hearing the stories

his servants to perform (Joshua 6:21,
Judges 16:26-30, Isaiah 1:17). That indicates a boundary line between
necessary violence and preferable
peace—violence seems to be acceptable in certain situations. Where does
this line exist when we consider real
life circumstances?
In areas of Sudan and what is now
South Sudan, aid workers have found
it impossible to rescue children from
forced service in militias without using
violence. Sam Childers, “the machine
gun preacher,” publicly discusses his
experiences of using violence to free
child soldiers. This raises an ethical dilemma for Christians: is it enough to
simply voice objections? Objections
and even martyrs won’t stop the atrocity. Activists need violence to rescue
the endangered children.
Here’s another ethical dilemma involving violence: mugging. Necessarily, those who witness someone
being mugged face a choice: will they
allow the crime to be committed or
stand in the way with force? Here is a

significant issue for those who claim
violence is not an option for Christians. In certain situations, people
need to take a stand. That stand could
be violent. I believe preservation of innocent life is a good reason to violently resist those who attempt to take it.
This brings us to the crux of this issue: when should we allow protests
to become violent? I believe the answer leans on situations when force
is required and effective to save innocent lives. In some situations, violent
protests are certainly understandable
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Use of violence depends on context.
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seek out Native American culture
to learn, enjoy and understand it,
you will find complexity and beauty. Each tribe has different stories,
religions and art styles. On the other hand, if you see Native American culture as “exotic” and come
with preconceived ideas of Native
American culture as idyllic or barbaric, two extremes perpetuated by
Westerns and other popular media,
it is easy to conform your experience to these preconceptions and
perpetuate stereotypes about Native Americans. As with all interactions, treating Native American
culture with respect and dignity creates greater understanding
and appreciation.
Examine where your opinions
about Native Americans came
from and ask yourself, “If someone
thought this way about my culture,
how would I respond?” Think critically about your views. Engage the
culture with love and care. When
you look beyond stereotypes and
popular perceptions, you will find
beautiful and complex cultures
with lessons and stories all their
own. So the next time you go to
Gas City, home of the Mississinewa
Indians, or hear about the Dakota
Access Pipeline, think about your
Native American neighbors and get
to know their stories.
echo@taylor.edu
and defensible but will not actually
accomplish anything. In those instances, I believe violence is pointless and unnecessary. However, when
someone is taking or subjugating innocent lives, violence on the part of
protectors is morally defensible.
Even when an injustice may be corrected without the use of violence, violence may still be excusable. Perhaps
a situation can be remedied without
violence, but violence is the only way
for those who’ve suffered injustice to
find peace. Rightful application of violence inherently depends upon context. I cannot definitively state rules
for all situations.
It’s worth emphasizing that nonviolence always affects the most
long-lasting and restorative changes.
We should always consider peaceful
protests before resorting to violence,
but we must not use that as an excuse
to back down from necessary action.
In summary: just because violence
is excusable in many situations does
not mean it’s automatically the most
useful method of solving problems.
However, even when it isn’t the most
useful, it can still be excusable.
echo@taylor.edu

LET YOUR VOICE BE HEARD!
Are you opinionated? Join the campus discussion by submitting your own letter-to-the-editor to
luke_wildman@taylor.edu by Wednesday at 5 p.m. Please keep the word count to 500–700 words.
The Echo only accepts submissions from current faculty, staff or students.
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“We know we have to play well, but if we
continue to execute and play the way we’ve
played the last three weeks, I think we can
put ourselves in the hunt coming down
the stretch.”
Women’s golf claims victory at Rock Hollow
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Sophomore Ben Byrd earned a second place finish in the 1500-meter race last weekend at the Little State Championships.

Track enjoys big performance

Both men’s and
women’s team placed
fourth at Little State
Championships

in the standings, and the women’s
team placed fifth. Both Taylor teams
placed fourth as the meet came to a
close on Saturday.
Sophomore Ben Byrd placed second
in the 1500-meter race with a time of
Justin Chapman
3:58.09, earning Taylor eight points.
Sophomore Brianna Jordahl reSports Co-Editor
cently broke a Taylor record in the
Last weekend, Taylor’s men’s and hammer throw at the George Glass
women’s track teams kicked into Invite, throwing for a distance of 47.39
gear, returning to action after not meters. This weekend, she executed
having a meet since April 8. The In- again and threw 45.45 meters.
diana Little State Championships
While Jordahl had a strong perfortook place on April 21 and 22 in Up- mance this past weekend, she still
land, Indiana.
wants to find ways to get better.
The Trojans competed against 14
“I need to focus more in the future
other schools. After the first day, the on just getting in the right mind and
men’s team claimed second place not getting in my head,” Jordahl said.

Jordahl knows she can continue to
make great throws in the future. However, she wants to stop thinking about
her actions so much and allow her body
to move the way she’s been practicing.
With May approaching and the season winding down, the Trojans only
have one more meet: the Hillsdale Invite. This meet started yesterday and
continues through Saturday. The Trojans return to Upland to compete in
the Crossroads League Championship.
Head coach David Neville said both
teams are balanced and utilize both
their younger and older athletes.
“We’re receiving more of our points
right now from the freshman and
sophomore classes,” Neville said. “But
we have some great leadership that is

coming from those who are older: our
upperclassmen. We’ve had them step
up in our leadership areas.”
On the men’s sprint side, freshman Caleb Anthony won the 400-meter hurdles.
According to Neville, sophomore
Plenseh-Tay Sakeuh has excelled in
the women’s 100-meter hurdles and
the long jump. She is currently number one in the Crossroads League
conference in both events.
Neville is excited for the Crossroads
League Championships next weekend. He is optimistic the team can get
healthy again and perform at full speed.
Byrd knows he has improved his
running all season and hopes that will
show at the league championships.

“Running is something that takes
longer than a week or so to improve
at,” Byrd said. “This season, the whole
team has been very good about consistently pushing ourselves at practice and getting a little bit better
everyday, and I think that will payoff
in the next few weeks.”
The Crossroads League Championships begin next Friday at 3 p.m. and
continues Saturday at 11 a.m.
echo@taylor.edu

Women’s golf claims
victory at Rock Hollow
Kayla Springer
Staff Writer

Following a school-record setting performance last week, the Taylor women’s golf team continued their spring
season success with a win at the Rock
Hollow Invitational last weekend.
After a rocky start on Friday, the
team pulled together several impressive scores on Saturday to come
from behind for their third consecutive tournament win.
Head coach Cam Andry attributed Friday’s struggles to poor decisions on top of bad shots. However,
the team was able to bounce back on
Saturday, correcting some errors and
making better choices to give themselves a chance to win.
“We competed really hard for the
entire time, and with each win, we
gain more and more confidence moving forward,” Andry said.
Taylor was led by a combination of
youth and experience, as freshman
Maddie Thomas and senior Brittany Pfaff gave two impressive performances for the Trojans. Thomas
finished with a score of 81 on Saturday,
tying for medalist honors with a twoday total of 159. This was the freshman’s sixth consecutive top-6 finish
this season.
Pfaff led the Trojans on Saturday,
tying for the lowest score of the day

at 80, just 8-over par. This gave her a
two-day total of 166, ending in a tie
for sixth place overall.
The lone senior on a young team,
Pfaff will be the first four-year letter winner in the history of the Taylor women’s golf program. According
to Andry, Pfaff has been through the
growing pains of starting a program
from scratch. The team started competing as a varsity sport in 2012. Because Pfaff has been with the team
nearly since its inception, the women’s strong performance is that much
more meaningful.
“When I started at (Taylor) four
years ago, I never dreamed the team
could be this good,” Pfaff said. “So
I’m really enjoying the success we’ve
had this spring. Yeah, we play as individuals on the course, but it’s more
rewarding to win as a team. I’m so
thankful to have these teammates,
and I’m going to miss it next year.”
Additionally, notable performances
included junior Grace Elenbaas, who
ended in a tie for 15th place with a
total of 173, and sophomores Raquel
Helton and Elizabeth Jackson, who
ended with scores of 174 and 179
to finish 17th place and 30th place,
respectively.
The Crossroads League Championship tournament is the only scheduled tournament left for the Trojans.
Pfaff believes that the team has confidence and momentum on their side
as they prepare for their last tournament. Beating rival teams like Indiana

Wesleyan, Saint Francis and Bethel
has given the women the belief that
they are a high-level team capable of
competing for the conference title.
Coach Andry is equally excited about the team’s potential in
the postseason.
“With the Crossroads League
Championship coming up, our goal
is simple,” Andry said. “We want to
put ourselves in a position to have a
chance to win. We know we have to
play well, but if we continue to execute and play the way we’ve played
the last three weeks, I think we can
put ourselves in the hunt coming
down the stretch.”
The Taylor women’s golf team is set
to tee off in tournament play at 8 a.m.
on May 1 at the Eagle Eye Golf Club in
Lansing, Michigan.
echo@taylor.edu
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Sophomore Raquel Helton recorded a score of 174 at the Rock Hollow Invitational.

Athlete of the Week

Maddie Thomas

Maddie Thomas



Trojans edge Bethel by
one in comeback win

How many awards did the men’s golf team receive
this week from the Crossroads League?
A. 2
B. 4
C. 6
D. 8

Be the ﬁrst to collect the entire set and submit it to THE ECHO at
the end of the year to win a complete set signed by the athletes!

Check back next week for the answer! Last week’s answer: B. 10
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Card #23

Year

Freshman

Hometown

Westlake, Ohio

If you could play another
sport, what would it be?

Basketball

Favorite quote

“Hard work beats talent when talent
doesn’t work hard.” — Tim Notke

Funniest teammate

Raquel Helton

Favorite pump up song

“Remember the Name” by Fort Minor

